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The biggest world that goes around our sun
has lots of smaller worlds that go around it.
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One of the smaller worlds is covered in ice.
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We didn't know if it always makes space shake
the same way, or if the shaking changes.
If it always shakes the same way,
then we think the small world is dry.

If the shaking changes, then the
small world could be wet!
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We went back later, and the shaking
was different!
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We think the shaking is different because
there is water under the ice.
Fig. 4 Galileo magnetometer data (three components and the field magnitude in nT) from the E26 flyby
of Europa for a range of ∼5 RE from Europa’s center. Data are shown in the EphiO coordinate system, in
which x̂ is along the corotating plasma flow, ŷ is radially in toward Jupiter and ẑ is parallel to Jupiter’s spin
axis. Black traces are the Galileo measurements. Green dashed curves, obtained from a polynomial fit to the
field components measured before and after the encounter, represent the background field without Europa
perturbations. Blue traces are computed from the dipole moment fit to the E4 pass. Red traces are predictions
from an induced dipole model without plasma effects. The figure is adapted from Kivelson et al. (2000)

The big world makes space shake in different
ways at different times near the small world.
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The big shaking goes into the water and
comes back out, but smaller.

So when we see the shaking at the small
world change, that's caused by the different
shaking by the big world.

This is really cool because if the small world
has water then it has some of the things
needed to have life, like on our world.

We think it might have a lot of the other
things needed for life too.
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We're sending a computer to the small world
to watch the shaking and find out for sure if it
has all the things and how they got there.

The small wet ice world that shakes space
The biggest world that goes around our sun has lots of smaller worlds that go around it. One of the smaller
worlds is covered in ice. We found out that space shakes near the small world! We didn't know if it always
makes space shake the same way, or if the shaking changes. If it always shakes the same way, then we think
the small world is dry. If the shaking changes, then the small world could be wet!
We went back later, and the shaking was different! We think the shaking is different because there is water
under the ice. The big world makes space shake in different ways at different times near the small world. The
big shaking goes into the water and comes back out, but smaller. So when we see the shaking at the small
world change, that's caused by the different shaking by the big world.
This is really cool because if the small world has water then it has some of the things needed to have life, like
on our world. We think it might have a lot of the other things needed for life too. We're sending a computer to
the small world to watch the shaking and find out for sure if it has all the things and how they got there.
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